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SECTION Nr of questions

1 INSTITUTION 3

2 SPECIMEN HOLDINGS 3

3 COLLECTION CHARACTERISTICS 6

4 GEOREFERENCING EFFORT 3

5 COLLECTIONS, PROTOCOLS, RESOURCES AND TOOLS 10

6 GEOREFERENCING UNCERTAINTY 6

7 PUBLIC DATA REPOSITORIES 3

8 FEEDBACK 5

Survey questions

http://survey-print.pdf


Example questions



email



Survey summary

• Started on December 9th, 2020
• Will end February 29th, 2020
• Used SurveyMonkey
• 39 questions, average time to complete entire survey: 11’ 25”
• Direct contacts obtained from

• CETAF
• Botanic Gardens Conservation International
• GRSciColl: The Global Registry of Scientific Collections

• 4270 direct contacts, some mailing lists (e.g. iDigBio members, NHCOLL-L) and 
some person-to-person ones.
• 552 answers till February 5th, 2020 ( 12.9 % )
• Completion rate: 57%

• Over 200 respondents interested in final report

Responses by week



Q1: Where is your institution located? 
Specify country

1 - INSTITUTION



Q2: Institution type
1 - INSTITUTION



Q4: What kind of collections does your institution host? (e.g. 
animals, plants, fungi, etc.)

2 - SPECIMEN HOLDINGS

Animals: 168

Plants: 233



Q5: Can you give us an estimation of the total number of specimens
that your institution holds?
(please write a whole number with no thousand separators, e.g. 1000000)

2 - SPECIMEN HOLDINGS

Ariño (2010) estimates maximum of 2.1 billion
CETAF’s collections in 2018 around 1.5 billion (Smith et al., 2018)



Q5: continued …: For those respondents which did give the institution 
name (size 1M and above)

2 - SPECIMEN HOLDINGS



Q7: Please enter the collection for which you are submitting your 
response.

3 - COLLECTION 
CHARACTERISTICS



Q8: What is your role within your institution?
3 - COLLECTION 

CHARACTERISTICS



Q11: What is the size of this collection (number of specimens)?
3 - COLLECTION 

CHARACTERISTICS



Q12: Is this collection digitized?
i.e. the specimens exist as a digital record, not necessarily including 
scan and media files

3 - COLLECTION 
CHARACTERISTICS



Q13: Approximately, what percentage of them are georeferenced?
In reference to the total collection, not only the digitized part

4 - GEOREFERENCING 
EFFORT



Q16: Which protocol do you follow to estimate coordinates 
from textual description of sites?

5 - COLLECTIONS, PROTOCOLS, 
RESOURCES AND TOOLS

None

Other

SAGA protocol

In-house developed protocol

Chapman & Wieczorek’s Best Practices

125

58

121

64

0

N=368



Q20: When you need to estimate coordiantes from textual 
information, which tools do you use?

5 - COLLECTIONS, PROTOCOLS, 
RESOURCES AND TOOLS

Other

Marineregions.org

Wikidata

Geolocate

Getty Thesaurus

GeoNames

Bing maps

Google maps/Earth

101

10

26

108

30

56

11

275



Q23: Which software do you use for managing your 
georeferenced site names database? If none, please say so. 
(e.g. custom application, PostgreSQL, Microsoft Access, etc.)

5 - COLLECTIONS, PROTOCOLS, 
RESOURCES AND TOOLS



Q26: Do you report coordinates uncertainty?
6 - GEOREFERENCING 

UNCERTAINTY

224

148

176

224

165

159

When dealing with
locational textual information

When dealing with
GPS coordinates

No response

No

Yes



Q27: Do you apply any decimal rounding when publishing 
coordinates?

6 - GEOREFERENCING 
UNCERTAINTY

No response

No

Yes

224

222

102 Q28 – Reasons why:

• 8% data standardization

• 53% technical reasons

• 39% sensitive data

Yes

No

No 
response



Google Earth/Maps

Q29: Do you consider it important to aggregate all factors 
contributing to uncertainty?
(e.g. unknown datum, rounded original units, projection changes, etc.)

6 - GEOREFERENCING 
UNCERTAINTY

No 
response

In part

No

Yes

224

114

105

105

14

2

2

1

1

1

Geolocate

Biogeomancer

Georef. calculator

Manis

Best practices

Tools used



Q30: Do you apply a methodology to detect georeferencing errors 
after the georeferencing process? If yes, can you provide some 
details?, if no, please say so.

6 - GEOREFERENCING 
UNCERTAINTY

99

7

Yes

No

NA

64

9

6

14

Plot data on map

Collection software 
checks inconsistencies

Feedback from 
repository

210

Administrative 
boundaries



Q32: Do you use data from public biodiversity data repositories?
7 - PUBLIC DATA REPOSITORIES



Q34: Has your collection been uploaded to GBIF / Other? 
If ‘other than GBIF’, can you specify?

7 - PUBLIC DATA REPOSITORIES



Q31: Would you say your georeferenced site names may also be 
georeferenced by other institutions?

6 - GEOREFERENCING 
UNCERTAINTY

Most of them

Large amount

Fair amount

Very small %

Do not know

25

38

85

47

122

195

148 (76%) 



Q34: If you wish, feel free to provide us with any comments or suggestions 
you may have regarding georeferencing of digital collections.

8 - FEEDBACK

It would be useful a database of ancient toponims of some 
countries that have language difficulties, like ancient 
languages, other alphabets or  countries or provinces that 
have changed the administrative delimitation.

Understanding the importance of the issues raised, we plan 
to develop our work in this area

Our collection is small but is representative from this state 
region. Actually exist few personal related on it. We need 
equipment and people who support that work collection. 
Our herbarium is known as CIMI. Thanks

We simply don't have the resources to address 
georeferencing as it is not a sufficient priority. We aim to 
address this by sending data to our national GBIF node who 
have the software routines to process textual geographic 
data and prepare georeferences from this. While this data 
may be useful nationally for Ireland, locality information for 
other countries is generally too vague (e.g. 'India') to be 
useful internationally… strictly speaking we only enter locality data as they 

appear on the label, i.e. without georeferencing. This latter 
is only done in the context of specific research projects or 
revisions

Into the future, I envision that there will be several 
georeferences for a single record since some georeferences are 
fairly rough (or even automated), while others are done with 
much attention to detail.  Creating a venue for storing these 
different data and tracking their reliability would be helpful.



Q34: If you wish, feel free to provide us with any comments or suggestions 
you may have regarding georeferencing of digital collections.

8 - FEEDBACK

I do not trust GBIF and other data repositories based on my 
analysis of fitness for use. However I di feel that these 
repositories could be hugely important for advancing 
digitization and “crowd sourcing” error discover.

Thank you for including us in this survey - adding 
georeferences to the large portion of our collection that 
doesn't have this data is on our list of things to do, and I have 
noted the protocols listed in an earlier question.

Lacking a budget for digitization other than what I've 
managed to "string together" with consortium based grants 
(like the Consortium of Mycological Herbaria/Fungaria that 
is contributing data to MyCoPortal) and lacking available 
personal time and personnel, I struggle with balancing time 
spent doing georeferencing with simply entering the 
available label data and linking images (letting users do the 
georeferencing based on the available label data).

Georeferencing is almost "pie in the sky" for smaller 
institutions.   Curating a medium-sized collection of vascular 
plants that had lain dormant (or essentially so) for twenty years 
has been a Herculean task over 7 years, and is not even half 
completed.  For example, previously the family classification 
followed Cronquist (more or less) alphabetically; now it is 
APGIV organized phylogentically.  The generic classifications 
were dreadfully out of date.  Virtually all folders were acidic 
and needed replacing.  Nothing was data based.  Nothing was 
imaged.  Again, georeferencing is important, but in my list of 
priorities, it is nowhere near the top

Some emphasis should be spent on historically avid 
collector locations. Using Hymenoptera as an example. Just 
having geo-referenced locations by day,mon,year for either 
Bohart would greatly ease geo-referencing for smaller 
institutions.



Q34: If you wish, feel free to provide us with any comments or suggestions 
you may have regarding georeferencing of digital collections.

8 - FEEDBACK

Links to online maps and gazetteers for all countries would 
be really helpful- it can take a lot of time to find these.  
Another idea would be to have people willing to help 
interpret localities in foreign languages.  Or a way to post 
localities that can't be found so others might be able to help.    
I'd also like to see a standard about coordinate rounding- I've 
seen this error flagged for some of our specimens on GBIF 
but the coordinates in question mostly have 5-6 decimal 
points, which doesn't seem like they are really rounded.

Regional natural history museums lack the resources 
required to follow any kind of strict protocol on geolocating.  
There is often one member of staff caring for 100,000s of 
specimens.  Interpreting archaic location names, while 
important, are not at the top of the list of priorities.  
Anything that makes the process easier is beneficial, but it 
will always require a deal of time which may not be available.

We have a system of automatic georeferencing ISTRA. 
Currently, 45% of geodata are performed by it. ISTRA mainly 
uses collector-date matches for automatic georeferencing.

For now, we have not yet started with systematically 
georeferencing our digital collections, but we would like to 
do it in the near future. Therefore, all feedback on the best 
tools to use is welcome.



Q34: If you wish, feel free to provide us with any comments or suggestions 
you may have regarding georeferencing of digital collections.

8 - FEEDBACK

A "one-stop-shop" online reference tool for georeferencing 
would be great to have. Currently volunteers spend hours 
searching various references to find obscure location names 
like small towns, local roads, and small creeks and rivers. If all 
of these could be available in one place would be revolutionary 
for time spent on this. If a site like Geolocate allowed the user 
community to submit place labels for inclusion in the layers 
that would ultimately build a robust location data source. 
Perhaps something like what iNaturalist does where a person 
can submit but then it requires a certain amount of vetting
before it can be included for the broader user community 
might be workable.



In summary
• Survey on NHC holding institutions across the world: 552 respondents

• Accounting for an overall of 3.4B records across institutions

• Responses referring to a total collection of 1.4B, mostly plants and animals, mostly in Europe and 
North America

• 28% digitized, 56% partially digitized, 16% not digitized
• 42% georeferenced, 50% report uncertainty

• 34% do not follow guidelines, 33% their in-house developed, 17% C&W

• Only 1/3 apply post-georeferencing quality check
• Uncertainty not a widely accepted important issue

• 25% of reported collections not uploaded to repositories (350M)
• User feedback: lack of resources and training, not priority given work load, need for publicly 

available common georeferenced site names, collector information may help, need to pull efforts 
across institutions


